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Introduction 
 
The population of New Zealand is diverse. The diversity we see represents a wide variety of 
worldviews. These worldviews are shaped in large part by the cultures in which we were 
born. And cultures are complex. When we engage with different cultures we try to compare 
them with our own so as to better understand them . We may rely on anthropological studies 
which focus on a wide variety of characteristics of a culture. Is the culture hierarchical? Does 
it stress guilt or shame? Is it monotheistic or polytheistic?  
 
When I was in Thailand, I learned that Thai culture, especially in Chiang Mai, had combined 
Buddhism with Animism. This aspect of the culture found its way in Thai horror movies where 
you would often see Buddhist monks combating evil spirits who had possessed some poor 
soul. So because Thais are fearful of evil spirits, they seek the help of Buddhism even though 
Buddhism is completely unrelated to evil spirits. 
 
Again, cultures are complex. But today’s reading in John 3:1–21 reveals that even in the 
midst of all this cultural complexity, there is an underlying truth that links us all. All of 
humanity has one thing in common. Apart from Jesus, we are all condemned as those who 
wilfully break God’s laws. Apart from Jesus, all of us love the darkness and are fearful of 
coming into the light. 
 
This shouldn’t surprise us that all of us are fearful of the light of truth! Just ask any police 
officer who pulls someone over for breaking the law! What will the response be when the 
person is pulled over and asked, “Do you know why I’ve pulled you over?” At best, the officer 
will get a naïve look and soft reply of “No. What did I do wrong?” At worst, they’ll be verbally 
or physically attacked by the offender all the while advocating their innocence! But is this 
anger at law only confined to some in society or all? All! This is not only confirmed by Jesus 
at the end of the passage where declares the verdict regarding humanity, but it’s illustrated 
in this account of Nicodemus. 
 
Context 
 
Before we turn to Nicodemus the Pharisee, let’s recall a few points about his religious sect. 
We know that Paul called this religious group the strictest religious sect in regards to their 
interpretation and application of the law of Moses (Acts 26:5). We know that Paul himself was 
zealous in his application of the law. He stated in his letter to the church in Philippi, “If 
someone else thinks they have reasons to put confidence in the flesh, I have 
more: circumcised on the eighth day, of the people of Israel, of the tribe of Benjamin, a 
Hebrew of Hebrews; in regard to the law, a Pharisee; as for zeal, persecuting the church; as 
for righteousness based on the law, faultless” (Phil 3:4–6). 



 
Taking this in consideration together with what Jesus says about Nicodemus that he was, 
“Israel’s teacher,” we know that Nicodemus is a very respected religious leader of a nation 
based not only on what his position, but on the religious discipline in his life as well. And yet, 
we know based on what Jesus had told his disciples that the righteousness of the Pharisees 
was insufficient to enter God’s Kingdom. Jesus said, “…unless your righteousness surpasses 
that of the Pharisees and the teachers of the law, you will certainly not enter the kingdom of 
heaven” (Matthew 5:20). 
 
And in our passage today, in John 3:1–21, we will be reminded to focus on one “culture” that 
links us all. There is only one light, one truth. It doesn’t matter how unique or impressive 
someone’s cultural upbringing was. It doesn’t matter how much influence or power 
someone’s country had. All of the diversity represented in all the cultures around the globe 
love darkness because their deeds are evil in God’s sight. All of us need light from heaven, 
the “Divine Culture,” that only comes from one person, Jesus. 
 
Unpack 
 
1.) Darkness Avoids the Light 
 
In John 3:1–2 we see that it’s the cover of darkness that is the context in which Nicodemus 
approaches Jesus. Rather than seeking Jesus during the day, who was with God at creation 
and is God, Nicodemus comes to Jesus at night and simply calls Jesus, “Rabbi.” Although Jesus 
is the light and life of the world, Nicodemus considers Jesus, at best, a teacher from God. He 
considers Jesus a teacher based on the signs that are performed in his ministry. 
 
This is odd, isn’t it? Consider only the signs of turning the water into wine or of clearing the 
temple. What Pharisee has been able to do the same? Does Nicodemus consider himself of 
similar stature with Jesus? Maybe he thinks Jesus is just a greater rabbi than himself? Maybe 
Nicodemus is motivated to see Jesus simply to gain a new insight into the law much like the 
young man did in Matthew 19. He too, called Jesus a “teacher” and when he asked how he 
could inherit eternal life, Jesus reiterated the law of Moses. The young man said that he had 
followed these laws! What was he still missing? Jesus then told him to sell everything, give to 
the poor and follow him. The young man left Jesus. He left still in darkness. 
 
Just like this young man, Nicodemus is speaking to Jesus in darkness; literally and spiritually. 
Nicodemus, respected by many as a religious and highly moral person, a shining example of 
the Jewish religious life, is condemned before God. 
 
2.) Light Speaks Into the Darkness 
 
In John 3:3–13, Jesus speaks truth, light, into the darkness. When Nicodemus starts the 
conversation with what he thinks is a complement, Jesus speaks not as a simple “Rabbi” but 
as one sent from heaven. He tells Nicodemus that he must be born again. Instantly, 
Nicodemus finds that he is lost in the discussion with the “Rabbi.” His reply is feeble. He 
seems offended by being spoken to in a way that excluded him from the fold as a religious 
leader. Jesus was teaching him!  
 



Nicodemus says, “can someone go back into their mother’s womb?” You can sense his 
frustration in the answer. Nicodemus has called Jesus a teacher who performs signs from God. 
And when Jesus speaks as a teacher Nicodemus doesn’t even try to see a deeper meaning in 
what Jesus has said. He doesn’t ask if being born again is a metaphor or some other saying 
that would require more thought to understand. No, Nicodemus just takes Jesus’ words as 
literal.  
 
Jesus tells him that the new birth he is speaking about is from God’s Spirit and not from mere 
flesh. Of course, this connection of the Spirit bringing new life into humanity should not have 
been news to Nicodemus. Even the children of Israel would have remembered God’s actions 
in their history, how the Spirit filled their ancestors with power to lead and to fulfil God’s 
promises to them. They would have remembered the account of the Spirit, like a wind, 
guiding Israel through the wilderness towards their inheritance. Their scriptures were filled 
with the Spirit directing Israel; leading them through difficulties whose endings they could 
not have foreseen.  
 
Still, Nicodemus’ heart is hardened. His only reply is, “How can this be?” Just previous to this 
passage, you’ll remember that it was said of Jesus that he didn’t need the testimony of 
humanity because he knew what was in their hearts. Jesus actions convey to us that he hasn’t 
come to receive Nicodemus’ testimony of the truth, but to be a testimony, a light from 
heaven. But his testimony is not received.  
 
And this is Jesus’ testimony about the heart of Nicodemus and the rest of humanity: “Whoever 
believes in him is not condemned, but whoever does not believe stands condemned already 
because they have not believed in the name of God’s one and only Son.” Nicodemus who 
came in the cover of darkness is condemned because he has not received the testimony Jesus 
has come to give. Nicodemus, the great religious leader in the eyes of Israel. Nicodemus, 
condemned and in darkness; not able to lead Israel, because he himself is ignorant of Jesus’ 
testimony of truth. 
 
3.) Verdict of Humanity: Love of Darkness 
 
In John 3:19–21 we see the final verdict of humanity; Jesus’ testimony about the heart of all 
humanity spread throughout the world not just Nicodemus. People love darkness instead of 
light because their deeds are evil. All people are in darkness apart from Jesus. All the poor, 
rich, weak, powerful…everyone. “There is no one righteous, not even one” (Romans 3:10). 
Nicodemus has come in the cover of night thinking he might bypass some embarrassment as 
he speaks with a controversial “Rabbi.” Instead he is exposed in his sin.  
 
Application 
 
What’s our application today? 
 
1.) Walk in the Light – One Lord and Teacher 
 
As you walk with Jesus this week…as you encounter leaders, like Nicodemus, in your 
life…remember that all are in darkness apart from Jesus. We all have one Lord and Teacher, 
who alone walks in the light of truth. We all need to listen to one testimony alone. 



 
I realize this will be an ongoing struggle, because we’re shaped to follow our leaders. We 
think they are our “experts.” We see their great influence in society and the good things they 
do and so we think we have to submit to them. Of course there is much we can learn from 
others, but Jesus isn’t talking about learning. He’s talking about submitting to him and his 
testimony. How often have you thought that you’d like the church to be doing some specific 
ministry or service that it’s not currently doing and have been frustrated that your leaders 
aren’t doing it? If God has given you insight and has called you to serve, then serve. Don’t 
think your submission to leaders is always a submission to God. It could be a submission to 
your own fears. 
 
Don’t think the poor are all innocent and virtuous just because they suffer. Don’t think that 
the only thing the poor need is justice from their oppressors. The poor are oppressors 
themselves though with less influence. All love the darkness because humanity wishes to 
hide their evil. Jesus is the one Lord and Teacher of all. He is the light and the life. Everything 
else is darkness. 
 
2.) Walk in the Light – Jesus is the Light 
 
What does it mean that Jesus is the Light? When we serve others, what is our goal? Is feeding 
people the goal of all we do? Is giving everyone a gospel tract the goal? Is it being a 
community that helps others? Matthew 28:19–20 says, “go and make disciples of all 
nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and 
teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. And surely I am with you always, 
to the very end of the age.” 
 
In our feeding of others, our goal is to make disciples of Jesus. In our sharing of the Gospel, 
the goal isn’t just relaying information, but of walking with others and shepherding them as 
they walk with Jesus. We’re not called to be just a community that is kind and pleasant in 
Milford. Jesus call to us is to take part in his work of drawing others to God through his death 
on the cross and resurrected life. 
 
I can’t count the number of times I’ve had a conversation with someone and I’ve felt 
compelled to share my faith in Jesus, but have let the opportunity pass because I felt nervous 
to do so. I amazed how quickly I can “forget” that I am a follower of Jesus. Why wouldn’t we 
share with others what we ourselves are following? It makes no sense love others and not at 
some point tell them what gives us the power to love others. It reminds me of the saying, 
“Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day. Teach a man to fish and you feed him for a 
lifetime.” We’re not teaching them how to fish for themselves. We’re just giving them fish! 
We’re not pointing to our source of love, we’re just giving it out to the same people each day! 
Our goal is to tell others how they can follow Jesus just as we are doing. 
 
3.) Walking in the Light – Advocate Truth to All 
 
Lastly, what does this truth mean for us that everyone loves darkness instead of the light. 
Well, broadly speaking, it means Jesus is not a Western cultural construct. Much of what we 
do in a church building might be, but Jesus isn’t. God has created everything and is actively 
caring for everyone person in every culture and society. Every sin we commit regardless of 



where we are born is a sin we commit before God himself. We may not be conscious of it, but 
the Scriptures are clear that deep within our hearts is a knowledge of our own sin and our 
hatred of the light that Jesus alone provides. 
 
In our last Alpha course, many at my table have grown considerably in their belief that God 
has a plan for them and that he loves them. It has been truly remarkable to see those from 
cultures very unlike our own profess some faith in some of the truths of Scripture. And yet, 
during one of the final weeks, I shared the wisdom of God in giving humanity Jesus Christ to 
receive the punishment for our sins and to give us eternal life. When I shared this gently and 
in the same tone I had for all of our discussions, the others become strangely silent. I could 
talk about God and get dialogue from others, but when the testimony of Jesus is shared, 
instead of dialogue there is an awkward silence. People love darkness and hate the light 
because the light will reveal their sins. 
 
This week, walk with Jesus and advocate the truth with the love and humility that Christ gives 
us through his Spirit.  
 
Conclusion 
 
Walk in the “light” that is only provided by Jesus. Walk with Jesus in sharing his “light” with 
even with your “leaders.” Walk with Jesus in sharing his “light” with all people regardless of 
their culture. 
 


